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Abstract
　What did Keynes really want to say in the General Theory? The answer of this paper is that he 
wanted to establish the proposition that a cut in money wages is not a remedy for unemployment. 
For that purpose economic variables such as income and consumption were measured in terms of 
the wage-unit. Then, what justifies the use of such an unusual unit? This paper finds that it originally 
belonged to the supply side represented by the aggregate supply function. It was transposed to the 
demand side. And production functions hidden in the GT are specified for the first time.
　Key words: Involuntary Unemployment, Cut in Money Wages, Kahn’s Employment Multiplier, 
Keynes’s Investment Multiplier, Production Functions
　JEL classification: B22, E12, E24

1   Introduction

Even today anyone who reads Keynes’s [10] General Theory (hereafter GT) will have difficulty as 
early as in Chapter 3 and ask a question: What did Keynes really want to say by writing the book? 
Needless to say, this question moved lots of people because of the revolutionary aspects of the GT. 
But, because of the kaleidoscopic nature, it has long been disturbing them, too. For example, Mankiw 
[17, p. 561] said, “The General Theory is an obscure book: I am not sure that even Keynes himself 
knew completely what he really meant.” It would seem that a New Keynesian also had difficulty in 
answering the question.
　Nevertheless, it can be said that the most influential answer is still that by Klein [15] and Samuel-
son [27] who both regarded the principle of effective demand, not the liquidity preference theory, as 
the essence of the GT. According to Samuelson [27, p. 278], “To put the matter most simply: invest-
ment calls the tune.” Recently Krugman also strongly defended Samuelson’s interpretation in the 
introduction to the 2007 edition of the GT as follows:

. . . it is hard to see any significant difference between Samuelson’s formulation and Keynes’s own 
equation for equilibrium, right there in Chapter 3: f (N )  c (N )  D2 [29]. Represented graphically, 
Keynes’s version looks a lot like Samuelson’s diagram; quantities are measured in wage units 
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rather than constant dollars, and the nifty 45-degree feature is absent, but the logic is exactly the 
same. (Krugman [16, p. xxxv])⑴

The logic is this: Investment demand D2 that is assumed to be given determines the volume of 
employment N, which can be below the level of full employment. Actually Krugman’s explanation is 
so customary that there seems to be no need to examine it further. I also think of the principle of 
effective demand as the theoretical core of the GT.
　But the concept of the principle of effective demand had already been developed by Kahn [7, 8]. 
Furthermore, as will be seen in detail, the GT took over what Kahn set up to construct a new theory 
for a reduction in unemployment to a great extent. In this sense the GT is an extension of Kahn.
　There is, however, a big difference between the two. Kahn regarded the rigidity of money wages 
as essential for his analysis. Keynes by contraries insisted that the volume of employment in equilib-
rium was not affected whatever value money wages may take. In the GT, Keynes defined voluntary 
unemployment as follows:

[The classical school argues] that if labour as a whole would agree to a reduction of money-wages 
more employment would be forthcoming. If this is the case, such unemployment . . . ought to be 
included under the . . . category of “voluntary” unemployment . . . .” (p. 8)⑵

That is, if a wage cut leads to a reduction in unemployment, such unemployment is voluntary one. 
And Keynes asserted that there is a different kind of unemployment which cannot be reduced by a 
reduction in money wages and called it involuntary unemployment. The latter is of course the unem-
ployment studied thoroughly in the GT. Then, Keynes provocatively argued that a cut in money 
wages is not a remedy for unemployment. This proposition, which will be called the GT proposition, is 
what Keynes really wanted to show in the GT on the basis of the principle of effective demand.
　In this relation it should be recalled that main economic variables in the GT such as income and 
investment were measured in terms of the wage-unit, i.e., the money wage of a unit of labor. Why 
was it adopted as the basic unit? This question was ignored early on. For example, Hicks [5, p. 6] 
declared, “The concept of the ‘wage-unit’, which Keynes introduced to buttress his employment 
approach, has to be abandoned.” Hansen [1, pp. 42-43] said, “Thus for Keynes it really made no great 
difference whether he corrected the nominal monetary magnitudes by a price index or by a wage-
rate index.” Samuenlson and Krugman also hold the same view as seen from the above quotation. 
Indeed the principle of effective demand obtains irrespective of units. But, as far as the GT is con-
cerned, the wage-unit cannot be abandoned and it actually makes a great difference whether the 
nominal monetary magnitudes are corrected by the price level or by the wage-unit because it is the 
wage-unit that can be used to show the GT proposition, the final goal of the GT. That is why Keynes 
was particular about such an unusual unit.
　Then, what justifies the use of the wage-unit? To put it in other words, where on earth did it come 
from? The answer of this paper is that it had been taken from the supply side to the demand side 
represented by the effective demand. It originally belonged to the supply side represented by the 
aggregate supply function. Therefore the supply side also matters to understand what Keynes really 
wanted to say. The aggregate supply function has already been studied, but, as far as I know, the cru-
cial role which Keynes assigned to the wage-unit for the proof of the GT proposition has not been 
recognized. Also the examination of the aggregate supply function reveals that there are a kind of the 
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Cobb-Douglas production functions hidden in the GT.
　This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the similarity and difference between Kahn 
[7, 8] and the GT. Section 3 makes clear how the wage-unit is treated in the GT. This provides pre-
liminaries to verifying the GT proposition. It is shown in Section 4 that the GT was so structured as 
to support the proposition but it could not be proved successfully. The supply side is studied in detail 
in Sections 5 and 6 to specify production functions. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2   The Theoretical Relationship between Kahn and Keynes

As is well known, the GT was written under the “supervision” of Richard Kahn.⑶ Though new ana-
lytical tools were augmented by Keynes, the theoretical core of the GT already lay in Kahn [7, 8]. To 
see this, let us begin by summarizing the arguments of Kahn.
　The economy analyzed there has two production sectors producing consumption goods and invest-
ment goods, respectively. In order to reduce unemployment it is necessary to raise the demand for 
output which is made up of consumption demand and investment demand. Therefore, either of the 
two demands must be increased for the reduction in unemployment. Kahn [8] started with the follow-
ing:⑷

　The main object, I take it, of economic policy at a time like the present is to raise the level of 
output and of employment. Judged by this criterion success can be attained only by raising the 
demand for output as a whole. Now all methods of raising the demand for output can be classi-
fied under two heads: those that involve an increase of investment, . . . and those that involve a 
reduction of saving, increased consumption of consumable goods.

Note that the quotations are from Kahn, not from the GT. The remedy for unemployment which may 
be thought to originate from the GT had been clearly stated before Keynes said, “I should readily 
concede that the wisest course is to advance on both fronts at once. Whilst aiming at a socially con-
trolled rate of investment . . . , I should support at the same time all sorts of policies for increasing the 
propensity to consume.” (p. 325)
　The increase in employment which is required for an increase in output of investment goods is 
called the “primary” employment. Similarly, the increase in employment which is required for an 
increase in output of consumption goods is termed the “secondary” employment. Kahn treated invest-
ment demand as an independent variable and showed that the primary employment triggered by an 
increase in investment demand generates the secondary employment with the result that employ-
ment as a whole increases by more than the primary employment or by the “employment multiplier” 
times as much as the primary employment. Furthermore, it is important to notice that government 
expenditure, say, on roads is included in the investment demand. Thus Kahn proposed an increase in 
investment such as the building of roads for the reduction in unemployment. Of course the GT 
adopted this proposal, too.⑸

　As is seen from the above, consumption demand is considered to be a dependent variable. And the 
increase in consumption demand resulting from that in investment demand leads to a rise in the price 
of and an increase in output of consumption goods along the supply curve of consumption goods in 
general.⑹ The supply curve has familiar properties in microeconomics, so that the price and output of 
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consumption goods are determined by the conditions of supply and demand just like the price and 
output of any single good.⑺

　A crucial point to be noticed here is that Kahn assumed money wages to be fixed. The assumption 
of fixed money wages means that the supply curve does not shift as a consequence of the reduction 
in unemployment and that there is a unique relation between the price and output of consumption 
goods. In fact Kahn [7, p. 175] stated, “Even if this assumption is not entirely reasonable, it is clear that 
it is essential if the analysis is to proceed at all.” (My italics.)⑻

　Then, take a look at the following:

. . . we have here established the law that increased employment for investment must necessarily 
stimulate the industries producing for consumption and thus lead to a total increase of employ-
ment which is a multiple of the primary employment required by the investment itself. (p. 118, 
My italics.)

It is clear-cut, isn’t it? Note that the quotation this time does not come from Kahn but from the GT. 
Someone may be surprised at the similarities between Kahn and Keynes. They are entirely in agree-
ment with the causality running from investment demand to employment. Although the GT has been 
thought to be an income determination theory, it is much more correct to say that it is an employ-
ment determination theory as the title of it exactly implies.
　Such an employment determination theory was formulated in Chapter 3 by the equilibrium condi-
tion in the goods market⑼

2( ) ( ) .N N D    (1)　

Here N is the volume of employment. f (N ) on the left-hand supply side is called the aggregate supply 
function, while c (N ) and D2 on the right-hand demand side are respectively the “propensity to con-
sume” (or the consumption function) and investment demand. Now “the essence of the General 
Theory of Employment” is made quite clear as follows:

Hence the volume of employment in equilibrium depends on (i) the aggregate supply function, f, 
(ii) the propensity to consume, c, and (iii) the volume of investment, D2. This is the essence of the 
General Theory of Employment. (p. 29)

　As is obvious from the above statement,⑽ the volume of investment or investment demand D2 is 
not a function of N in “the essence of the General Theory of Employment.” In this sense it is taken as 
an independent variable. On the other hand, consumption demand c (N )(D1) is a dependent variable. 
Thus, there is no ambiguity in the determination of employment: Investment demand as an indepen-
dent variable determines the volume of employment. It is obvious now that most of Kahn’s arguments 
are maintained by Keynes.
　There is, however, a crucial difference between Kahn and Keynes. As said earlier, Kahn assumed 
money wages to be fixed and considered it to be essential for his analysis. On the contrary, Keynes 
sought to dispense with the assumption of fixed money wages, and said, “The essential character of 
the argument is precisely the same whether or not money-wages, etc., are liable to change.” (p. 27) 
That is, he attempted to show that “the essence of the General Theory of Employment” holds without 
such an assumption.
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　Why did Keynes intend to do so? The immediate reason, in my view, was that Pigou [23], based on 
a much more rigorous theory, denied that the secondary employment was induced by the primary 
employment due to public works and claimed that a reduction in money wages caused that in real 
wages, which in turn leads to an increase in the demand for labor. If Pigou [23] was right, the way to 
cure unemployment was a cut in money wages, not public works. Pigou [23] did not mention Kahn [7], 
but the former virtually negated the latter and also Keynes who had asked Kahn to write a paper for 
the effectiveness of public works.⑾

　Then, what Keynes had to do in the first place in defense of Kahn [7] was to show that a reduction 
in money wages causes neither a fall in real wages nor a decrease in unemployment. Keynes stressed 
this in Chapter 2 as follows:

In assuming that the wage bargain determines the real wage the classical school have slipt in an 
illicit assumption. . . . There may exist no expedient by which labour as a whole can reduce its 
real wage to a given figure by making revised money bargains with the entrepreneurs. This will 
be our contention. (p. 13)

And, after summarizing “the General Theory of Employment” in Chapter 18, he restated the problem 
in terms of effective demand in Chapter 19:

. . . the precise question at issue is whether the reduction in money-wages will or will not be 
accompanied by the same aggregate effective demand as before measured in money, or, at any 
rate, by an aggregate effective demand which is not reduced in full proportion to the reduction in 
money-wages (i.e. which is somewhat greater measured in wage-units). (pp. 259-260)

　Indeed there is a conventional view that what is the most important in the the GT is the invention 
of the principle of effective demand and/or the liquidity preference theory because they determine 
income the level of which may be below full employment. I do not intend to deny it completely. But it 
must be more important for Keynes, in the context of the academic dispute over unemployment, to 
show the proposition that a cut in money wages is not a remedy for unemployment since it does not 
lead to a fall in real wages. In fact, later Kahn [9, p. 126] confirmed that this problem was vital to 
Keynes:

　For the present reader it is ridiculous to write for lower, and falling money-wages. But I am 
lecturing Keynes and, until shortly before the outbreak of the Second World War, the questions 
were why wages did not fall and whether employment would not be increased if they were cut. 
This was the great issue dividing Keynes from Pigou, Robertson and many other of the leading 
economists of the day.

Therefore, while the principle of effective demand and/or the liquidity preference theory are impor-
tant as analytical tools, it is, I think, the final goal of the GT to prove the proposition on money 
wages.⑿

　Then, did Keynes succeed in establishing the proposition by taking advantage of his new tools? The 
next section provides preliminaries to answering this question.
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3   The Essence of the General Theory of Employment

Generally speaking, if a theory is expressed by any sort of mathematical model, there should be a set 
of independent (or exogenous) variables and dependent (or endogenous) ones. Analysis on the basis of 
a theory is to find the relationship between independent variables and dependent ones. Particularly a 
theory assumes that independent variables determine dependent ones. Thus, the distinction between 
independent variables and dependent ones is crucial to a theory. If it is ambiguous, the theory makes 
little sense.
　According to (1), such a distinction is quite clear in the GT. That is to say, given the aggregate sup-
ply function f and the propensity to consume c, investment demand D2 is an independent variable, 
while the volume of employment N is a dependent variable. No one makes a mistake. To repeat, this 
is “the essence of the General Theory of Employment.” But there are no money wages in it. It is not 
possible to analyze the effect of money wages on employment by using (1).
　In Chapter 18, however, money wages are taken into consideration in the argument of the distinc-
tion as follows:

　Our independent variables are, in the first instance, the propensity to consume, the schedule of 
the marginal efficiency of capital and the rate of interest . . . .
　Our dependent variables are the volume of employment and the national income (or national 
dividend) measured in wage-units. (p. 245)

Let us pay attention to the last term “the national income (or national dividend) measured in wage-
units.” As can be seen from the title of Chapter 4 “The Choice of Units,” Keynes was very nervous 
about the units in which economic variables are measured. After some consideration, he concluded as 
follows:

　In dealing the theory of employment I propose . . . to make use of only two fundamental units of 
quantity, namely, quantities of money-value and quantities of employment. The first of these is 
strictly homogeneous, and the second can be made so. . . . We shall call the unit in which the quan-
tity of employment is measured the labour-unit; and the money-wage of a labour-unit we shall call 
the wage-unit. [Footnote 1] If X stands for any quantity measured in terms of money, it will be 
convenient to write Xw for the same quantity measured in terms of the wage-unit. (p. 41)

The labour-unit is defined as “an hour’s employment of ordinary labour” and the volume of employ-
ment N is now measured in labour-units. The wage-unit, i.e., the money rate of wage of a labour-unit, 
is denoted by W, so that the above relation between X and Xw can be written as XwX/W. Thus, 
“national income (or national dividend)” can be measured either in terms of money as Y or in terms of 
the wage-unit as Yw. But it is the latter that was really chosen.
　Now look at the equilibrium condition (1) again from this point of view. Then, it would be right to 
regard it as expressed in terms of the wage-unit. By definition “income is equal to the value of cur-
rent output.”⒀ It means f (N )Yw. Furthermore, in the GT, consumption demand and investment 
demand both in terms of money are denoted respectively by C and I. Taking these into account, (1) 
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can be rewritten as

( ) ,w w wN Y C I     (2)　

where YwY/W, CwC/W (D1), and IwI/W (D2). That is, f (N ) is the aggregate supply function, 
Yw income, Cw consumption demand, Iw investment demand, all measured in terms of the wage-unit. It 
is (2) that Keynes used to examine the role of money wages in the determination of employment.
　Remember that in (1) consumption demand D1 was a function of N. However, in Chapter 8 Keynes 
modified it by assuming that consumption demand is a function of income measured in terms of the 
wage-unit, i.e., Cwc (Yw).⒁ On the basis of this consumption function, he ultimately specified the inde-
pendent variables for his analysis as follows:⒂

. . . the rate of interest [r] depends partly on the state of liquidity-preference (i.e. on the liquidity 
function [L]) and partly on the quantity of money measured in terms of wage-units [Mw]. Thus we 
can sometimes regard our ultimate independent variables as consisting of (1) the three fundamen-
tal psychological factors, namely, the psychological propensity to consume [c], the psychological 
attitude to liquidity [L] and the psychological expectation of future yield from capital-assets [mec], 
(2) the wage-unit [W] as determined by the bargains reached between employers and employed, 
and (3) the quantity of money [M] as determined by the action of the central bank; so that, if we 
take as given the factors specified above, these variables determine the national income (or divi-
dend) [Yw

⒃] and the quantity of employment [N]. (pp. 246-247)⒄

Here mec stands for the marginal efficiency of capital.
　Figure 1 shows how five independent variables, M, W, L, mec, and c, determine Yw and N. The pro-
cess can easily be understood by dividing it into four steps. First, the quantity of money M is 
determined by the central bank, while the wage-unit W is determined by the bargains between 
employers and employed. As a result, the quantity of money measured in terms of wage-units Mw(
M/W) is fixed. Second, following the liquidity preference theory, the rate of interest r is so deter-
mined as to equate the demand for money L(r) with Mw.⒅ Third, investment demand measured in 
terms of wage-units Iw is determined at the point where the marginal efficiency of capital mec is equal 
to the rate of interest r. Fourth, following the principle of effective demand, Iw and the propensity to 
consume c determine between them income Yw measured in terms of wage-units,⒆ and at the same 
time the volume of employment N through the relation f(N )Yw in (2).⒇

　The process of the determination of N after the third step corresponds to “the essence of the Gen-
eral Theory of Employment” (1). And Figure 1 as a whole represents “the essence of the General 
Theory of Employment” when money wages are considered explicitly.21

Figure 1.   The Essence of the General Theory of Employment.
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4   The GT Proposition

Now we are in a position to verify Keynes’s proposition that a cut in money wages is not a remedy 
for unemployment since it does not lead to a fall in real wages. Let us call it the GT proposition. Cor-
rectly speaking, Keynes tried to address two questions concerning a reduction in money wages in 
Chapter 19 “Changes in Money-Wages.” They were of course important to him. But this paper focuses 
on the first question of the two since the arguments in the previous sections of this paper are helpful 
for the most part to consider it. The first question is as follows:

Does a reduction in money-wages have a direct tendency, cet. par. to increase employment, “cet. 
par.” being taken to mean that the propensity to consume, the schedule of the marginal efficiency 
of capital and the rate of interest are the same as before for the community as a whole? (p. 260)

And the question was answered as follows:22

　The first question we have already answered in the negative in the preceding chapters. For 
we have shown that the volume of employment [N ] is uniquely correlated with the volume of 
effective demand measured in wage-units [Yw(Dw)], and that the effective demand, being the 
sum of expected consumption [Cw] and the expected investment [Iw], cannot change, if the propen-
sity to consume [c], the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital [mec] and the rate of interest 
[r] are all unchanged. (pp. 260-261)

The GT proposition was proved in this way.23 As far as the above quotations are concerned, it 
appears that a reduction in money wages does not affect the volume of employment. But did Keynes 
really succeed in the proof? I do not think so for two reasons.
　The first reason is that there is no proof that Iw remains constant in response to a fall in the wage-
unit W. Since N is uniquely correlated with Yw and Yw in turn is determined uniquely by Iw, Iw must 
not change when W is reduced. As is seen from Figure 1, Iw remains unchanged if and only if the rate 
of interest r is constant, given mec. Furthermore, r is constant if and only if the quantity of money M 
is decreased in the same proportion to W to keep Mw constant, given L. Such a relation between W 
and M must be assumed implicitly for the GT proposition to hold.24 Nonetheless, even if such an 
assumption is made explicit, it remains an open, and that critical, question how investment demand is 
determined in terms of the wage-unit.
　The second reason is that the propensity to consume was modified in a fashion suitable to the GT 
proposition. As mentioned in the last section, the propensity to consume c was modified in Chapter 8 
as follows:

　Since we are here concerned in determining what sum will be spent on consumption when 
employment is at a given level, we should, strictly speaking, consider the function which relates 
the former quantity (C ) to the latter (N ). It is more convenient, however, to work in terms of a 
slightly different function, namely, the function which relates the consumption in terms of wage-
units (Cw) to the income in terms of wage-units (Yw) corresponding to a level of employment N. . . . 
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We will therefore define what we shall call the propensity to consume as the functional relation-
ship c between Yw, a given level of income in terms of wage-units, and Cw the expenditure on 
consumption out of that level of income, so that

Cwc (Yw) or CW·c (Yw).
(p. 90, My underlines.)

　According to Keynes’s own belief, “Consumption (C ) is obviously much more a function of (in some 
sense) real income than of money-income.” (p. 91)25 Nonetheless, he defined the propensity to consume 
as a function of income measured in terms of wage-units (Yw) because “real income, in terms of prod-
uct, may be incapable of precise numerical measurement”. (p. 114) “Real income measured in terms of 
product and income measured in terms of wage-units will, however, increase and decrease together 
(in the short period when capital equipment is virtually unchanged). . . . therefore, . . . it is often conve-
nient to regard income in terms of wage-units (Yw) as an adequate working index of changes in real 
income.” (p. 114) That is how he justified the use of income measured in terms of wage-units (Yw) in 
lieu of real income.
　It is certain that Keynes regarded real income and income measured in terms of wage-units as “vir-
tually interchangeable” (p. 114) for the sake of convenience. But it is Keynes, too, who said that “the 
aggregate income measured in terms of wage-unit is, as a rule, the principal variable upon which the 
consumption-constituent of the aggregate demand function will depend.” (p. 96) The propensity to con-
sume modified in terms of wage-units seems to be satisfactory enough to him. In fact, his arguments 
actually proceed on the basis of the propensity to consume in terms of wage-units, i.e., Cwc (Yw). For 
example, the marginal propensity to consume is defined as dCw/dYw.
　However, as is apparent from (2), the propensity to consume that uniquely determines equilibrium 
income measured in terms of the wage-unit when investment demand measured in terms of the 
wage-unit is given is only the propensity to consume modified in terms of wage-units.26 In other 
words, Keynes could not choose but take it in order that the GT proposition may obtain. It was not a 
happy choice but an inevitable one. As far as I know, no one has noticed the implication of the modifi-
cation of the propensity to consume in terms of wage-units.
　For the two reasons above it cannot be said that the GT proposition was proved. The final goal of 
the GT was not achieved.

5   Digging up the Production Functions

The previous section focused on the latter half of (2), i.e., YwCwIw.27 Further, since the propensity 
to consume is defined as Cwc (Yw), it becomes

( ) .w w wY Y I   (3)　

Thus, given c, investment demand Iw completely determines the equilibrium value of income Yw. 
Apart from the unit used, this is the traditional way to get at the equilibrium in the goods market. 
And, as Patinkin [21, p. 360] said, this is the reason why it is criticized as “Keynesian models neglect 
the supply side of the market. ”
　But such a criticism is quite a misunderstanding because (3) is just another expression of “the 
essence of the General Theory of Employment” (1) which is made up of the propensity to consume, 
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the volume of investment, and the aggregate supply function. No one doubts that (1) represents the 
equilibrium between supply and demand in the goods market in a natural sense. When it comes to (3), 
on the other hand, it is wrongly believed that the equilibrium in the goods market can be found with-
out the supply side, probably because the principle of effective demand is too much emphasized. (3) is 
equivalent to (1) through the definition f (N )Yw. Income, which is usually thought to represent the 
demand side, works to connect the two sides as seen from (2).
　In order to prove the GT proposition, Keynes used (3), not (1). As far as the proof is concerned, it 
would be reasonable to choose the simpler one. Then don’t we need to consider (1) any more? Indeed 
Keynes put emphasis solely on the aggregate demand function, saying “The aggregate supply func-
tion, . . . which depends in the main on the physical conditions of supply, involves few considerations 
which are not already familiar. The form may be unfamiliar but the underlying factors are not new.” 
(p. 89)28 But we do not have to take it seriously because, as will be shown below, the detailed study of 
the aggregate supply function on the left-hand side of (1) enables us to understand the supply side in 
Keynes’s theory of employment deeply. Most importantly, it reveals that there are production func-
tions of a special type hidden in the GT.
　To examine Keynes’s aggregate supply function it is helpful to begin by citing Pigou’s [23] Theory 
of Unemployment. Let F (x) and F (x) be respectively the production function of the wage-goods indus-
tries and its derivative with respect to x, the number of men employed there. Then,

. . . the general rate of wage is F (x). There are also engaged in other industries y further wage-
earners, the wage payment to whom amounts, of course, to yF (x). (Pigou [23, pp. 89-90])

Although Keynes criticized the theoretical structure of Pigou [23], it is important to notice that 
Keynes confirmed that F (x) “represents the physical conditions of production in the wage-goods indus-
tries . . . .” (p. 279)
　On the basis of Pigou’s setting above, Keynes explained the relationship between the production 
function F (x) of the consumption-goods sector and his consumption demand measured in terms of the 
wage-unit Cw as follows:

In so far as we can identify Professor Pigou’s wage-goods with my consumption-goods, and his 

“other goods” with my investment-goods, it follows that his ( )

( )

F x

F x
, being the value of the output 

of the wage-goods industries in terms of the wage-unit, is the same as my Cw. (p. 273)29

This is the crucial part of the GT to know what is the aggregate supply function.
　Let us see what the above quotation means more in detail. Denote the output of consumption goods, 
their price, and the profit of the consumption-goods sector by Ox, px, and Px, respectively. Then, the 
production function and the profit can be written respectively as

( ),xO F x  (4)　

and

( ) ,

x x x

x

p O Wx

p F x Wx
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where the wage-unit W is given. The first-order condition for profit maximization dPx/dx0 becomes

( ).
x

W
F x

p


F (x) is the marginal productivity of labor and the real wage W/px is equal to it because of the profit-
maximizing behavior of firms. All this is perfectly elementary.
　Now the equilibrium condition in the consumption-goods market is expressed as

,x xp O C  (5)　

where C is consumption demand measured in terms of money. The first-order condition above can 
also be written as

.
( )

x
W

p
F x




 (6)　

Then, substituting (4) and (6) into (5) yields

( )
.

( )

F x
W C

F x



 (7)　

Finally dividing both sides of (7) by W gives

( )
,

( )
w

F x
C

F x



 (8)　

where CwC/W. This is what the above quotation means.
　Both sides of (8) are measured in terms of the wage-unit. The left-hand side is “the value of the out-
put of the wage-goods industries in terms of the wage-unit.” And it is also the aggregate supply price 
since the proceeds pxOx “will just make it worth the while of the entrepreneurs to give that employ-
ment” in the sense that the profit is maximized at the level x of employment. An important point is 
that the wage-unit W in itself belongs to the left-hand side representing the supply side as in (7). But 
it is transposed to the right-hand side representing the demand side as in (8). Hence the propensity to 
consume measured in the wage-unit. The justification of the use of quantities of employment for mea-
suring consumption demand cannot be understood until the aggregate supply price is explicitly 
introduced into the analysis.30

　At any rate, a production function was already used by Pigou [23] for the theory of (un)employment 
and Keynes took advantage of it in the (unfamiliar) form of the aggregate supply function. The two is 
theoretically connected through F (x).
　However, both Pigou and Keynes talked about the production function or the aggregate supply 
function of the consumption-goods sector alone.31 Is it strange to deal only with the production func-
tion of the consumption-goods sector? Can the production function of the investment-goods sector be 
dispensed with? In fact later Pigou [24] extended his theory by introducing the production function of 
the investment-goods sector (y). How about Keynes? Admittedly he did not make it explicit in the 
GT. But it must be hidden there since the GT is based on the two-sector model consisting of the con-
sumption-goods and investment-goods sectors. The consumption-goods sector has its own production 
function. Why not the investment-goods sector? Then, let us examine the production function of the 
investment-goods sector as well as that of the consumption-goods sector in the GT.
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　First denote the production function of the consumption-goods sector and that of the investment-
goods sector respectively by

1 1 1 1( ), ( ) 0, ( ) 0,O F N F N F N   

and

2 2 2 2( ), ( ) 0, ( ) 0.O G N G N G N   

Subscript 1 represents consumption goods, whereas subscript 2 investment goods as in the GT. Then, 
O1 and O2 are the output of consumption goods and that of investment goods, while N1 and N2 are the 
volume of employment in the consumption-goods sector and that in the investment-goods sector. O1 
and O2 cannot be added but the sum of N1 and N2 makes sense. Thus, NN1N2. The function O1

F(N1) is just the same as (4), N1 corresponding to x. The two conditions F (N1)0 and G (N2)0 mean 
the decreasing returns in both sectors.
　Next, let p1 and p2 be the price of consumption goods and that of investment goods, respectively. 
The first-order conditions for profit maximization imply

1

1

,
( )

W
p

F N


  (9)　

and

2

2

.
( )

W
p

G N


  (10)　

(9) is just the same as (6). Then, the aggregate supply function of the consumption-goods sector f1(N1) 
and that of the investment-goods sector f2(N2) are given respectively by

1
1 1

1

( )
( )

( )

F N
N

F N
 



and

2
2 2

2

( )
( ) .

( )

G N
N

G N
 



f1(N1) and f2(N2) are both measured in terms of the wage-unit and so can be added. Thus,

1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( ),N N N     (11)　

where f (N ) is exactly what appears in (2).
　Finally, considering the correspondence of f1(N1) and f2(N2) with the equilibrium condition in the 
goods market YwCwIw yields the following two equations:

1 1( ) wN C 

and

2 2( ) .wN I   (12)　

The first equation is just the same as (8), i.e., the equilibrium condition in the consumption-goods mar-
ket.32
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　Then, what shape do the production functions F (N1) and G(N2) take? Keynes implicitly gave the 
conditions necessary to answer this question as follows:

　. . . DYwDCwDIw, where DCw and DIw are the increments of consumption and investment; so 

that we can write DYwkDIw, where 1  1
k

 is equal to the marginal propensity to consume.

　Let us call k the investment multiplier. It tells us that, when there is an increment of aggregate 
investment, income will increase by an amount which is k times the increment of investment. . . .
　Mr. Kahn’s multiplier is a little different from this, being what we call the employment multi-
plier designated by k , since it measures the ratio of the increment of total employment which is 
associated with a given increment of primary employment in the investment industries. That is 
to say, if the increment of investment DIw leads to an increment of primary employment DN2 in 
the investment industries, the increment of total employment DNk DN2.
　There is no reason in general to suppose that kk . . . . But to elucidate the ideas involved, it 
will be convenient to deal with the simplified case where kk . (pp.115-116)

　According to the above quotations, as for the marginal propensity to consume,

1
1 ,w wdC dY

k

 
  
 

and as for the investment multiplier,

.w wdY kdI

Then, when there is an increment of aggregate investment Iw ,

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

( )

1 1
1

( )

1 1
1 ,

( )

w

w

w

dN dC
N

dY
N k

kdI
N k










 
    

 
    

 

(13)

　

and

2

2 2

1
.

( )
wdN dI

N


  (14)　

　Using (13) and (14), the employment multiplier k  can be calculated as follows:33

2

1

2

2 2

1 1

1

( )
( 1) 1.

( )

dN
k

dN

dN

dN

N
k

N




 

 


  



Put kk  “to elucidate the ideas involved.”34 Then, the above relation leads to
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1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( ),N N    

which in turn means

1 1 1 1( ) ,N N B    (15)　

and

2 2 2 2( ) ,N N B    (16)　

where b is a positive parameter, and B1 and B2 are both integration constants. Note that (15) and (16) 
hold for all possible value of N1 and N2. It follows from (11) that

( ) ,N N B    (17)　

where BB1B2. Moreover, Yw is expressed as

,wY N B   (18)　

due to (2) and (17). Note that Yw is a function of total employment N alone.
　As summarized earlier, Kahn showed that the primary employment resulting from an increase in 
investment demand eventually leads to the increase in employment as a whole by the employment 
multiplier times as much as the primary employment. In order to consider it within the framework of 
the GT, denote the increase in investment demand by dIw, the resulting primary employment by dN2, 
and the increase in employment as a whole by dN. Then, using (3), (12), (16), and (18), the relationship 
between dN2 and dN can be written as

2
1

,
1 ( )w

dN dN
Y




where Yw is given by (18). The employment multiplier is 
1

1 ( )wY  . Figure 2 shows the relationship 

between Kahn’s employment multiplier and Keynes’s investment multiplier. A starting point is always 
dIw. The investment multiplier describes the effect of dIw on dYw, while the employment multiplier 
that of dN2 resulting dIw on dN. As is seen from the figure, both multiplier coincides. That is, I think, 
why Keynes was able to say, “It follows that we shall measure changes in current output by refer-
ence to the number of hours of labour paid for (whether to satisfy consumers or to produce fresh 

Figure 2.   The Relationship between Keynes’s Investment Multiplier and Kahn’s Employment Multiplier.

w
w

w dI
Y

dYNd
)(1

1)(

2)(1
1 dN
Y

dN
w

wdIdN 1
2dNdYw

Investment Multiplier

Employment Multiplier
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capital equipment) . . . .” (p. 44)
　Now remember f1(N1)F(N1)/F (N1). Then, (15) becomes

1

1 1 1

( ) 1
.

( )

F N

F N N B





Integrating both sides yields

1/
1 1 1 1( ) ( ) ,F N a N B    (19)　

where a1 is a positive constant. Further, the condition F(N1)0 implies that b1. Similarly using (16), 
the production function of the investment industries can be specified as

1/
2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ,G N a N B    (20)　

where a2 is a positive constant.35

　The production functions have been specified to a considerable extent. But, are they consistent with 
the GT which includes various statements? The next task to do is to answer this question.

6   Further Considerations of the Production Functions

It is obvious that Keynes always assumed the decreasing returns as the volume of employment 
increases.36 Such an assumption was already taken into account by the two conditions F (N1)0 and 
G (N2)0. The following statement also reflects it.

　Quantity of investment is measured, above, by the number of men employed in producing it. 
Thus if there are diminishing returns per unit of employment as employment increases, what is 
double the quantity of investment on the above scale will be less than double on a physical scale 
(if such a scale is available). (Footnote 1, p. 126)

Now “such a scale is available” since the production function of the investment industries has been 
derived. It follows that the above statement claims that G(2N2)2G(N2) obtains. That is,

1/ 1/
2 2 2 2 2 2( 2 ) 2 ( ) .a N B a N B    

Arranging it yields

2

2 2

2 2 .
B

N B



 


 (21)　

In order for the above inequality to hold for all possible values of N2 such that bN2B20, B20.37 
The above quotations are concerned with the decreasing returns in the investment-goods sector and 
it also applies to the consumption-goods sector. Thus, B10. Therefore,

0.B   (22)　

　Next, let us check out if the following two statements are satisfied:38

　1.    Income measured in terms of wage-units will increase more than in proportion to the amount of 
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employment.
　2.    The increase of employment will tend to increase the proportion of aggregate income which 

accrues to the entrepreneurs.

Statement 1 claims that the ratio Yw/N rises as N increases. On the other hand, the “proportion of 
aggregate income which accrues to the entrepreneurs” in Statement 2 is expressed as follows:

1 .
w

Y WN N

Y Y

  

Thus, Statement 2 claims that 1N/Yw rises as N increases. In sum, both statements are mathemati-
cally equivalent.
　Yw in equilibrium has already been obtained as (18). Then, Statements 1 and 2 hold if and only if

0.B   (23)　

But (23) contradicts (22)! It is found that there is no value of the sum B of integration constants which 
satisfies the above statements at once. Here the arguments met a dead end.
　A way out is to leave the GT in this respect and to look at Keynes [12] who changed his previous 
conviction expressed in Statement 2.39, 40 Keynes [12, pp. 48-49] admitted “the stability of the propor-
tion of the national dividend accruing to labour” as “one of the most surprising, yet best established, 
facts in the whole range of economic statistics” and even “a bit of a miracle.” The “proportion of the 
national dividend accruing to labour” is given by

.
w

WN N

Y Y


Thus, the 1939 statement claims that N/Yw is constant, irrespective of the level of em-ployment N. As 
is apparent, this holds if and only if

0.B   (24)　

(22) is still valid, so that (24) implies both B10 and B20.41

　In this case, the aggregate supply functions (15) - (17) and income measured in terms of wage-units 
(18) become respectively

1 1 1( ) ,N N   (25)　

2 2 2( ) ,N N   (26)　

( ) ,N N   (27)　

and

,wY N  (28)　

where b1 as before.42 1/b represents “the proportion of the national dividend accruing to labour” (or 
labor share) because N/YwWN/Y1/b. Moreover, putting A1a1(b)1/b, A2a2(b)1/b, and 1a1/b 
for convenience sake, the production functions (19) and (20) are simplified further to
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1
1 1 1( ) ,F N A N   (29)　

and
1

2 2 2( ) ,G N A N   (30)　

where A10, A20, and 0a1.43 Things become very simple.44

　Needless to say, the GT deals with the short run in which capital stock is regarded as given. Tech-
nology is given, too. In fact, there are no variables representing capital stock or technology in (29) and 
(30). But it can be said that both of them are embedded in A1 in (29) and A2 in (30). So it is interesting 
to ask what functions A1 and A2 are. Particularly such a question must be addressed if the long run is 
to be studied.
　So, for the present, let A1 and A2 be functions of capital stock K1 and K2 in each sector, i.e., A1

A1(K1) and A2A2(K2). Then, the rate of profit in the consumption-goods sector can be written as
1

1 1 1 11 1

2 1 2 1

1
1 1 1 11

1

2 1

1
1 1 1 1 1 11 1

2 1

1
1 1 1 1

2 1

( )

( )

( ) ( )(1 )

( )
.

p A K N WN

p K p K

W
p A K N N

p

p K

p A K N A K N N

p K

p A K N

p K





 











 



 

 
 

 

   



And the rate of profit in the investment-goods sector is given by

1
2 2 2 22 2

2 2 2 2

1
2 2 22

2

2

1
2 2 2 2 22 2

2

1
2 2 2

2

( )

( )

( ) ( )(1 )

( )
.

p A K N WN

p K p K

W
A K N N

p

K

A K N A K N N

K

A K N

K





 











 



 




 




　It would be natural to assume that in the long run the two rates of profit coincide under the condi-
tion that the two prices p1 and p2 are equal.45, 46 Then,

1 1
1 1 2 21 2

1 2

( ) ( )
.

A K N A K N

K K

   



The equation above is rewritten as
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1

1 1 1 2

2 2 2 1

( )
.

( )

A K K N

A K K N


 

  
 

The above relation must hold for all possible values of N1 and N2. So put N1K1 and N2K2. Then, 
1

1 1 1

1
2 2 2

( )
,

( )

A KA K

A K A K

 

 






where A is an arbitrary positive constant that reminds you of the level of technology.
　It follows that (29) and (30) can take the following forms:

1
1 1 11( , ) ( ) ,F N K K AN 

and
1

2 2 22( , ) ( ) .G G K K AN 

These belong to the Cobb-Douglas production function with the Harrod neutral technological prog-
ress, the most trusted production function in economics.47 Here it should be added at once that these 
production functions are not what Keynes intended because he believed the definition of the physical 
unit of capital “to be both insoluble and unnecessary.” (p. 138) But it should also be emphasized that 
the aggregate supply functions f1(N1), f2(N2), and f (N ), and income Yw measured in terms of wage-
units always take the forms of (25) - (28), whether capital stock and/or technology are made explicit 
or not.48

7   Conclusion

All in all, this paper has done two things. First, it showed that the final goal of the GT is to prove the 
proposition that a cut in money wages is not a remedy for unemployment since it does not lead to a 
fall in real wages (the GT proposition). The traditional view is that the essence of the GT lies in the 
principle of effective demand and/or the liquidity preference theory because they make it possible to 
explain why involuntary unemployment exists. But if a wage cut leads to a reduction in unemploy-
ment, such unemployment is not involuntary unemployment. And involuntary unemployment is the 
kind of unemployment the classical school cannot explain. Therefore, the GT proposition is, I believe, 
what Keynes really wanted to say.
　It is the wage-unit that was adopted as the basic unit in order to verify the GT proposition. The 
way is very simple. Income, consumption demand, and investment demand are all measured in terms 
of the wage-unit. Then, if these variables do not change in response to a fall in money wages, the 
proposition obtains. However, Keynes did not succeed in the proof because the constancy of invest-
ment demand to a change in money wages was not well founded and the propensity to consume was 
modified ad hoc.
　Second, this paper proceeded to the supply side since the wage-unit used for the GT proposition 
originally belonged to the supply side, and specified production functions which have long been hiding 
themselves in the GT. Keynes mentioned a kind of production functions here and there in the GT. It 
is obvious that he was thinking on the basis of production functions. Then, what shape do they take? 
This question was answered for the first time by paying attention to the relationship between two 
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multipliers. That is, when Kahn’s employment multiplier and Keynes’s investment multiplier coincide, 
such production functions proved to be of the familiar Cobb-Douglas type. Needless to say, the Cobb-
Douglas production function had already been discovered in 1928 by Cobb and Douglas from an 
empirical viewpoint. Then, it is an amazing fact that Keynes was taking quite a different route to sim-
ilar production functions, isn’t it? In any case, this result renders things very simple.
　Although the General Theory seems to be an “obscure” book, this paper showed that it is so robust 
as to be analyzed rigorously from a mathematical point of view. In such a sense it remains the foun-
dation of macroeconomics.

Appendix: Applications of Results (25) - (30) to Formulas in Chapter 20

Here are the applications of results (25) - (30) to various formulas in Chapter 20 which are calculated 
in general form. Things certainly become simple.
(A1.1) The employment function for a given industry (p. 280):

( )

(1 ) ,

r r wr

wr

N F D

D



 

where it is implicitly assumed that Dw1Cw and Dw2Iw.
(A1.2) The employment function for industry as a whole (p. 282):

( )

(1 ) ,

w

w

N F D

D



 

since NN1N2. To derive NF(Dw), Keynes assumed that “corresponding to a given level of aggre-
gate effective demand there is a unique distribution of it between different industries.” (p. 282) 
However such a strong assumption is not necessary.
(A2.1) The elasticity of employment with respect to effective demand in terms of wage-units for a 
given industry (p. 282):

1.

wrr
er

wr r

DdN
e

dD N




(A2.2) The elasticity of employment with respect to effective demand in terms of wage-units for 
industry as a whole (p. 282):

1.

w
e

w

DdN
e

dD N




(A3) The elasticity of output with respect to effective demand in terms of wage-units for a given 
industry (p. 283):

1 ,

wrr
Or

wr r

DdO
e

dD O
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since OrAr [(1a)Dwr] 1a in equilibrium. Keynes said, “Ordinarily, of course, eOr will have a value 
intermediate between zero and unity.” (p. 284) He was quite right.
(A4) The relationship between an increase in effective demand in terms of wage-units and the corre-
sponding increase in the expected profit Pwr (p. 283):

1

1

1
,

wr wr

Or

wr

D P
e

P


  


 

due to (A3). There is another way to obtain the above relation. In equilibrium,

( 1) .

wr wr r r
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Then,

( 1) (1 )
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because of (A1.1).
(A5) The relationship between the two elasticities and the production function (p. 283):

 2
( )1

.
( )

r rOr

er
wr r
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e p N





  


As for the left-hand side of the above relation,

1 1 (1 )

1

,

Or
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e

e





  



due to (A1.1) and (A2.1). As for the right-hand side, it should be noticed that f (Nr) is not the aggre-
gate supply function but the production function, i.e., f (N1) F(N1) A1N1

1a and f (N2) G(N2) 
A2N2

1a. Thus,
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and also
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Therefore,
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 2
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( )( )
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(A6) The sum of the elasticities of price and of output in response to changes in effective demand 
measured in terms of wage-units (p. 284):

1.pr Ore e  

eOr has already been obtained in (A3). On the other hand,
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Therefore,
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As a result,

(1 )

1.

pr Ore e      



(A7) The relationship between the elasticities of output and of money wages in response to changes 
in effective demand in terms of money (pp. 285-286):
　Although this relationship was mentioned, it was not written explicitly. On p. 285 Keynes derived 
the elasticity of money-prices in response to changes in effective demand measured in terms of money 

as ep1eO (1ew), where w
DdW

e
WdD

 
 
 

 is the elasticity of money wages in response to changes in 

effective demand in terms of money. But neither p nor O was not defined. Rather, the relation should 

be written for a given industry as epr1eOr (1ew), where r r
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  as before, 
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 . Thus, the relationship (A7) can be calculated as follows:
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Note that if ew0, or money wages are fixed, (A7) reduces to (A3). It is easy to rewrite (A7) in terms 
of the volume of employment as follows:
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1
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　As to the equation ep1eO (1ew), Keynes said, “. . . if ew1, output will be unaltered and prices 
will rise in the same proportion as effective demand in terms of money.” (p. 286) It also applies to 
(A7). In other words, ew must be less than one to increase output and employment by increasing 
money expenditure. This can also be understood at once, for example, by paying attention to the rela-
tion between W and C in (7). It follows that the stickiness of money wages matters when the effect of 
an increase in money expenditure is examined. This conclusion is virtually the same as that of Modi-
gliani [19] who stressed the role of rigid money wages in the GT long ago.

Notes
⑴　The number [29] in the above citation refers to page 29 of the GT.
⑵　The page number not designated is that of the GT in what follows.
⑶　See Keynes [14, p. 422].
⑷　The paper was presented in 1932 at the annual meeting of the American Statistical Association.
⑸　See, e.g., pp. 116-117.
⑹　For example, Kahn [7, p. 182] said, “It should now be clear that the whole question ultimately turns on 

the nature of the supply curve of consumption-goods.”
⑺　For a similar statement by Keynes, see p. 276.
⑻　Immediately after the quotation, he added the note: “But it is suggested, though with some hesitation, 

that over a limited, and not so very limited, range the assumption is not appreciably wide of reality.”
⑼　The chapter number is always that of the GT in what follows.
⑽　See also pp. 89-90.
⑾　Pigou’s belief that the rigidity of money wages is an actual cause of unemployment and that the “plastic-

ity” or flexibility of the former becomes a remedy for the latter went back to Pigou [22]. On the contrary, 
Keynes had a strong hatred for a wage reduction. See pp. 267-269 and 340. It should be added, however, 
he recognized the actual stickiness of money wages. See p. 232.

⑿　For another difference between Kahn and Keynes, see note 21 below.
⒀　See p. 63. See also pp. 20, 209.
⒁　The rationale of this consumption function will be explained in the next section.
⒂　Brackets and symbols therein are added by me for exposition.
⒃　Correctly speaking, Yw is not national income (or dividend) but (gross) income. The difference between 
(gross) income and national income is capital depreciation or the supplementary cost in Keynes’s terms. It 
is true that Keynes paid enough attention to the actual importance of capital depreciation in consumption 
demand. For example, see the tables on pp. 102-103. Nonetheless, it is sometimes more appropriate to 
deem that the GT assumes no capital depreciation. For example, see footnote 2 on p. 126 which mentioned 
the marginal and average propensity to consume.

⒄　Pigou [26, p. 65] thought that this passage contains the kernel of Keynes’s contribution to economic 
thinking. Also it corresponds to what Hicks [3, p. 152] called “Mr. Keynes’ special theory.”

⒅　It goes without saying that traditionally the liquidity preference theory has been formulated by such an 
equation as ML1 (Y )L2 (r). Indeed the equation and the justification of it can be found on p. 171 of Chap-
ter 15 and it is what Hicks [3] adopted to make the GT “appreciably more orthodox.” But, as Hicks 
admitted, quite a large part of the argument of the GT runs without the term L1 (Y ). For example, the dia-
gram on p. 180 corresponds exactly to this case. See also pp. 183-185.
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⒆　Hence investment demand is not a function of income. Investment demand and income do not interde-
pend as in the IS-LM model. Investment demand determines income, “not the other way round.” For 
further evidence, see Keynes [10, pp. 9, 110, 375], Keynes [11, pp. 221, 223], and Keynes [13, p. xxxiii].

⒇　The inverse function of f (N )Yw, i.e., Nf 1(Yw), is what Keynes called the employment function.
21　In Figure 1 the quantity of money is supposed to finally determine income. It is the causality Keynes 

believed in. However, Kahn took the reverse causality as true. See Kahn [8, pp. 169-170].
22　Brackets and symbols therein are added again by me for exposition.
23　The second question is as follows: “(2) does a reduction in money-wages have a certain or probable ten-

dency to affect employment in a particular direction through its certain or probable repercussions on 
these three factors [i.e., the propensity to consume, the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital and 
the rate of interest]?” (p. 260) Keynes answered the second question almost negatively. It is interesting to 
know that Tobin [29] does not agree with Keynes on the effect of a change in money wage rates on the 
aggregate employment and output. See also Solow [28] for the consideration of the elasticity of labor 
demand with respect to the nominal wage rate.
24　It is Keynes that admitted, though with reservations, “We can, therefore, theoretically at least, produce 

precisely the same effects on the rate of interest by reducing wages, whilst leaving the quantity of money 
unchanged, that we can produce by increasing the quantity of money whilst leaving the level of wages 
unchanged.” (p. 266) In the discussion of the wage-theorem, Hicks [6, pp. 59-60] correctly pointed out this 
implicit assumption in the GT, though he mentioned a “rise” in money wages and the corresponding 
“increase” in the money supply. For the relationship between money wages and money expenditure, see 
(A7) in the appendix.
25　For a similar statement, see Harrod [2, p. 167].
26　A special case in which Yw is uniquely determined is CwcYw, c being a positive parameter less than 

unity. It can be rewritten in terms of money as CWcYw or CcY. But CcYb with b as a non-zero 
constant, the most familiar consumption function, does not belong to the category represented by Cw
c (Yw) since Yw in equilibrium varies according to the value of W.
27　Incidentally neither YwCwIw nor YCI can be found as mathematical expressions in the GT.
28　It is interesting to point out that Hicks [4, p. 78], which was written under the strong influence of the 

GT, expressed a similar feeling on the theory of the supply side or the firm.
29　See also Pigou [26, p. 21].
30　Employment is a factor of production, and no wonder.
31　This applies to Kahn, too.
32　But (12) is not the equilibrium condition in the investment-goods market. It should be written, if neces-

sary, as f2 (N2)Sw. Here S is saving defined as SYC as usual and SwS/W. Iw is not the purchasing 
power. Only current saving can buy investment goods currently produced. In the GT, however, it does 
not seem that current saving always goes to the purchase of investment goods, as Keynes said, “Saving, in 
fact, is a mere residual.” (p. 64)
33　The GT says that “in the more general case it [i.e., the employment multiplier] is also a function of the 

physical conditions of production in the investment and consumption industries respectively.” (footnote 1 
on p. 117) This is one of the strongest pieces of evidence that the GT assumes a two-sector economy.
34　As will be seen, the condition kk  does not mean that k (k ) always takes the same value.
35　Although within the framework of a one-sector model, the aggregate supply function was rigorously 

analyzed by Wells [31], Marty [18], and Veendorp and Werkema [30]. They all assumed an aggregate pro-
duction function in which output becomes zero when no one works. In the case of a two-sector model 
considered in this paper, such an assumption means B1B20, and thus B0. The implication of integra-
tion constants will be further discussed in the next section.
36　See pp. 17, 114, 122, 268, and 328.
37　If “double” is replaced by “l (1) times,” G(lN2)lG(N2), and so
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　The condition B2  0 holds in this case, too.
38　Statement 1 comes from p. 114, while Statement 2 from p. 121.
39　Keynes provided a numerical example for Statement 2 in footnote 1 on p. 17. However, a counterexam-

ple is easy to give.
40　Professor Tadasu Matsuo kindly showed me another solution to this problem. It is to assume that B10 

and B20, which implies that (23) still holds. It should be noted in this case, as he correctly pointed out, 
that the volume of employment in each sector must be greater than some positive value. In the invest-
ment-goods sector, for example, let N2* be a value such that G  (Nn*)G(Nn*)/N2*. Then, the condition N2
N2* must be satisfied, in which (21) obtains and also the firms in the sector can earn positive profits. What 
an ingenious idea! His solution is quite right theoretically, and I appreciate his insight. As is apparent now, 
it is Statement 2 that matters for this probelm.
41　There are two statements concerning real income on p. 114. (Statement (i) below is also mentioned on 

pp. 91-92.)
　(i)  Income measured in terms of wage-units will increase in a greater proportion than real income.
　(ii)  The amount of employment will increase more than in proportion to real income.
　　A problem is that real income is not defined in the GT. But it would be reasonable to define it as Y/p1. 

Because of (9),

1 1
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　Therefore, the ratio of Yw to Y/p1 is written as
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　Since F (N1)0, the ratio rises as N1 increases. It follows that Statement (i) holds in general.
　　The ratio of N to Y/p1 is written as
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　If N/Yw is always constant, Statement (ii) also obtains.
42　In footnote 2 on p. 55 or a numerical example on pp. 125-127, these aggregate supply functions seem to 

be used with b set at unity.
43　Pigou [24, pp. 152-153] constructed a two-sector model under the assumption that the proportionate 

share of income accruing to labor has the same value in both sectors. He did not specify production func-
tions, but, as is well-known to economists, such an assumption leads directly to the production function 
like (29) and (30). The fact that the proportions of income accruing to wage-earners and non-wage-earners 
respectively remained stable over long periods was accepted by Pigou [25, pp. 95-96].
44　In the appendix the various formulas in Chapter 20 are simplified by using results (25) - (30).
45　The equality between the two prices is just a simplification. The constancy of the ratio p1/p2 is required.
46　According to the GT, the price of investment goods is so determined as to bring about “the equality 

between the stock of capital-goods offered and the stock demanded” with the result that the marginal effi-
ciency of capital is equal to the rate of interest. See pp. 186 (footnote 1) and 248. The condition P1/(p2K1)
P2/(p2K2) corresponds to such a situation. That is, Keynes’s investment theory is a long-run one.
47　Simple calculations show that the equality between the two rates of profit in the long run are not neces-

sarily warranted by these production functions alone. They always take the same value in the steady state 
where the capital-labor ratios coincide in both sectors.
48　Okishio [20] gave a noteworthy analysis of Chapter 10 of the GT. In relation to this section, two points 

should be mentioned. First, he examined Statements 1 and 2 in the text and Statements (i) and (ii) in note 
41 of this paper. Second, he obtained the following relationship among consumption demand, investment 
demand, the investment multiplier, and the employment multiplier: dCw/dN1dIw/dN2dYw/dIwdN/dN2. 
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In particular, note that the relation includes the case of kk  discussed in the text. In writing this section 
I learned much from him. However, the differences should also be pointed out. First, his examination of 
the four statements was based on a one-good model. Second, production functions of the Cobb-Douglas 
type were not derived, but used to confirm the mathematical relation.
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